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High conversion efficiency mass-limited Sn-based laser plasma source
for extreme ultraviolet lithography

M. Richardson,a) C.-S. Koay, K. Takenoshita, and C. Keyser
Laser Plasma Lab, School of Optics: CREOL&FPCE, University of Central Florida, Orlando,
Florida 32817

M. Al-Rabban
Department of Physics, Qatar University, Doha, Qatar

~Received 25 June 2003; accepted 12 January 2004; published 18 March 2004!

Extreme ultraviolet lithography requires a high-efficiency light source at 13 nm that is free from
debris. Our mass-limited Sn-based laser plasma source shows 1.2% conversion efficiency. Emission
spectra from the source were obtained to observe the effects of Sn concentration and effects of laser
intensity. Debris measurements were analyzed, and an enhanced repeller field configuration shows
marked improvement in mitigating debris. ©2004 American Vacuum Society.
@DOI: 10.1116/1.1667511#

I. INTRODUCTION

Providing a suitable extreme ultraviolet~EUV! point
source of sufficient power and longevity is one of the prin-
cipal challenges facing the development of EUV lithography
~EUVL! for fabricating future generation computer chips.1

Both discharge and laser plasma sources are being developed
to meet this need: a stable, debris-free light source, produc-
ing collectable in-band~2%! emission at;13.5 nm with
power levels2 of ;100 W. For a laser plasma source to suc-
ceed in this application, it must operate continually for peri-
ods of;1 yr at repetition rate of 5–10 kHz with a pulse-to-
pulse stability of,2%. It must also function so that the
large-numerical-aperture~.0.25! collection optics do not
suffer from the deleterious effects of target debris in long-
term operation. The conversion efficiency from the laser
light to useful EUV emission must be sufficiently large to~i!
provide the projected required collectable power levels with
viable commercial lasers and~ii ! permit the overall cost of
the source, including the laser, to remain within economic
models of the overall EUV lithography stepper tool.

A number of laser plasma sources have been investigated
for EUVL, including high-density, pulsed, or continuous
cluster targets,3 and liquid jets4 or droplets5 of liquid Xe,
which emit broadband radiation~10–14 nm from
Xe91 – Xe171 ions!, and water droplet6 and jet7 targets that
radiate narrow line emission from lithium-like oxygen ions.
Since 1992, we have been investigating the use of micro-
scopic liquid droplets at a high repetition rate as limited-
mass laser plasma targets.6,7 Droplet targets have demon-
strated extended operating lifetimes without significant
debris contamination.8 Both approaches showed conversion
efficiencies to in-band radiation of,0.8% in 2p sr, a value
that makes achieving the requirement for sufficient power for
EUV lithography difficult with the available laser technol-
ogy.

Here, we report the progress in our studies on a tin
material9–11 target that demonstrates in-band conversion

efficiencies in excess of 1%. This will enable.45 W ~into
2p sr within a 2% spectral bandwidth at 13.5 nm, at the
source! of useful EUV source power with current diode-
pumped Nd:laser technology.12,13

II. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To minimize the effects of target debris, we utilize the
concept of a limited-mass target. This concept aims towards
limiting the mass of the target to one whose mass, and there-
fore size, approximates that of simply the number of atomic
radiators required for emission. In this way, we minimize the
number of neutral target atoms generated, and hopefully
avoid completely the production of high velocity solid
‘‘rocks’’ or particles emanating from the target.14–16 The
present target comes in the form of small spherical droplets
;35 mm diameter, with each droplet containing about 1013

tin atoms. These tin-doped droplet targets are produced from
a capillary dispenser. When driven through a nozzle driven
by a piezoelectric module at a frequency of about 100 kHz, a
thin chain of droplets is produced~Fig. 1!. The stability of

a!Electronic mail: mrichard@mail.ucf.edu
FIG. 1. Thin chain of droplet targets with the laser beam focused on a
droplet target.
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the high-velocity~typically 23104 cm/s) droplets in the tar-
get region is about 3mm at distances of;10 mm from the
nozzle exit.

Two lasers were employed in these studies. The first was
a special,Q-switched Nd:YAG oscillator-amplifier laser sys-
tem ~l51064 nm! operating at 1 Hz, producing 1.6 J per
pulse, with a 10 ns pulse duration. The laser consists of a
master oscillator and three amplifier modules~Fig. 2!, the
final amplifier having an aperture of 10 mm. The resulting
output laser beam has anM251.5, and was focused to a spot
size of 80mm with a 5 cmfocal length lens. Figure 3 shows
the far-field beam profile and the temporal pulse shape. The
second laser was a Spectra Physics Quanta Ray: 100 Hz, 300
mJ, 10 ns Nd:YAG laser~l51064 nm!, and was primarily
used for multipulse debris measurements.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4. The target was
located centrally in a 45-cm-diam vacuum chamber, which
was operated at pressure below 1023 Torr with a turbo-drag
pump backed with a roughing pump. At this pressure, ab-
sorption of EUV radiation by the air inside the target cham-
ber is,1% for distance of;100 cm.

Several EUV diagnostics have been used to analyze the
emission spectra and diagnose the expansion of the plasma.
High-resolution spectra of the source have been obtained by
using a flat-field reflection grating spectrometer~FFS! and a
transmission grating spectrometer~TGS!. A back-thinned
x-ray CCD camera was used to record the dispersed spec-
trum. The FFS uses a 1200 lpmm variable spaced reflective
grating17 in a configuration reported previously.18 An 80 mm
slit was used to collimate the light from the source to the
grating with a grazing incidence angle of 3°. The slit-to-
grating and grating-to-image-plane distances were 23.7 and

23.5 cm, respectively. The TGS has a periodicity 5000 lpmm.
A 100 mm slit was placed between the source and the grating
at 27 cm source-to-slit separation. A 0.5-mm-thick Zr metal
filter was used in each spectrometer to select wavelengths
from 6.5 to 16.8 nm full-width at half-maximum.

The narrowband EUV emission from the source was mea-
sured with the so-called Flying Circus19 ~FC! diagnostic. The
FC is a narrowband EUV diagnostic comprising a calibrated
curved normal incidence multilayer mirror~MLM ! and a Zr
filtered AXUV-100 photodiode.20 The Mo-Si multilayer
spherical mirror collects light from the source and has a re-
flectivity of 58% in a narrow spectral band~;3%!. The pho-
todiode has a spectral responsivity of;0.23 A/W at 13.5 nm,
and it is reversed bias at 26 V. The Zr filter is 0.5mm thick
with ;18% transmission for 13.5 nm radiation.

Using the 100 Hz laser, a spectrum of emission from the
tin material laser plasma source in the 10–19 nm regions was
recorded using the FFS with 20 s exposure on a 102431024
pixel x-ray CCD camera.21 For comparison, a spectrum for
the liquid water droplet source was also obtained. Figure 5
compares the EUV spectra for both sources for the same
number of laser shots. The spectrum from the water droplet
source shows a narrow peak at;13 nm corresponding to the
4d22p transition from lithium-like oxygen. In comparison,
the spectral peak in the 13 nm region for the tin material

FIG. 3. Laser beam cross section and
temporal pulse shape for pulse energy
1.6 J per pulse.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the layout of the precision 1 Hz, 10 ns, 1.6 J,
Nd:YAG laser used for the experiment showing the master oscillator and
three amplifiers.

FIG. 4. EUV diagnostics connected to different ports of laser plasma
source–target vacuum chamber.
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source is broader and higher than that of the water droplet
source. This enhancement in the 13 nm emission for tin is
made possible by the unresolved transition array (4d24 f
transitions! from Sn41 to Sn131 ions.

Initial studies have also been performed to examine the
tin source spectra as a function of the tin concentration in the
target and as a function of the laser intensity. These are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. These data were obtained by using
the 1 Hz laser and the FFS, in which the x-ray CCD camera22

was exposed for 240 s. For the same laser pulse energy and
intensity, the EUV emission increases with increasing tin

concentration. In the case of the solid tin target, significant
broadening of the EUV peak at 13.5 nm has been observed23

when the tin concentration~by mass! was varied from 1% to
5%. The spectrum of the EUV radiation at 13.5 nm from the
droplet source, however, remains fairly narrow~;6.5%!, and
does not increase significantly in bandwidth as a function of
tin concentration.

The FC was aligned to the plasma source at 60° with
respect to the incident laser beam. The distance from the
plasma to the MLM was;1 m, giving a 600msr collection
solid angle. The EUV signal from the AXUV photodiode in
the FC was observed with a high-speed oscilloscope. The
total EUV energy radiated19 in 2p sr was determined from

Eeuv5
2pAscope

VTfilterRmirrorSdiodeZscope
,

whereV is the source-to-mirror collection solid angle,Rmirror

andTfilter are the mirror reflectivity and metal filter transmis-
sion, respectively,Sdiode is the spectral responsivity of the
AXUV photodiode, andZscopeis the input impedance at the
measurement channel into the oscilloscope. The integrated
voltage of the EUV signal observed on the oscilloscope is
Ascope. This estimate assumes isotropic emission from the
source. The conversion efficiency was measured to be 1.2%
when using the 1 Hz laser with 0.64 J per pulse. However,
this value for the conversion efficiency, is, we believe, not
yet fully optimized. Clearly, there are many irradiation and
target parameters that need to be collectively optimized. This
requires a full characterization of the plasma and radiation
dynamics, a study of which is currently underway, aided by
detailed code simulations.

III. PLASMA HYDRODYNAMIC CODE
CALCULATION

The radiation emitted from laser plasma depends strongly
on the plasma conditions, such as the electron temperature
and electron density. The one-dimensional, time-dependent
Lagrangian hydrodynamic code,MEDUSA,24 was used to
model the plasma dynamics of the tin-doped droplet laser
plasma. Typical calculations were made for a target with the
following parameters: 10% tin-doped material, 35-mm-diam
spherical target, 10 ns laser pulse duration, and 4.5
31011W/cm2 laser intensity at the target position. Figure 8
shows the predicted electron temperature and density for a
time corresponding to the peak of the laser pulse. These

FIG. 5. Comparison of the spectra re-
corded for tin material droplet source
and water droplet source for the same
amount of laser shots.

FIG. 6. Comparison of spectra recorded for the tin material source at differ-
ent values of tin concentration in the target for the same number of laser
shots.

FIG. 7. Comparison of spectra recorded for the tin material source at differ-
ent values of laser intensity on the target for the same number of laser shots.
The tin concentration in the target is 27% by mass.
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simulations show that by the time the laser pulse reaches this
peak intensity, the absorption region of the plasma, located at
distances from the center of the target that are below the
critical density for the laser radiation (;1021cm23), has ex-
panded to completely fill the laser spot size. Moreover, the
maximum temperature predicted is close to that required for
optimum ionization and excitation of the Sn182Sn111 ions
that emit most in the 13 nm region.

IV. DEBRIS STUDIES

Debris from the plasma source degrades the MLM reflec-
tivity of the condenser optics. The overall lifetime of the
combination of the plasma source and MLM optics depends
mainly on how long the reflectivity of the first collimator
mirror is maintained. It is a critical element in the system.
This mirror is in direct line-of-sight to the source and sus-
tains the full impact, not only of radiation outside the pass-
band of its coatings, but also of electrons, ions, neutral at-
oms, and any particulate matter that originates directly from
the target, or indirectly from other surfaces as a consequence
of the source. All these factors can degrade the mirror in
different ways. For instance, particulate matter, depending on
its state and kinetic energy, can coat, chip, and/or indent the
surface of the mirror. Ions, on the other hand, will, with
sufficient energy, ablate or sputter the coating layers, while
oxygen atoms will tend to oxidize the uppermost silicon
layer of the mirror, reducing its reflectivity.

As mentioned earlier, our approach to minimizing the ef-
fects of debris is through the use of mass-limited targets.
Ideally, we then have a source that consists of the absolute
minimum number of radiating ions necessary to produce the
required power. We have previously made detailed lifetime
studies of MLMs exposed to the long-life effects of ions and
particles from high-repetition-rate~100 Hz! laser plasmas
created from microscopic water droplet targets.25 During this
study, we developed several techniques that provide informa-
tion on the progressive degradation of the mirror. We found,
for instance, that scanning electron microscopy analysis of

MLMs after this irradiation showed signs of sputtering by
oxygen ions. In addition, if we slowed these ions down with
a buffer gas, then x-ray photoelectron spectrometry~XPS! of
the MLMs indicated oxidation of the mirror occurred. These
studies also verified that MLMs sustained no detectable dam-
age from particulate matter such as unionized chunks of ma-
terial or even clusters when the water-droplet target was used
as a source. This early work with water droplet targets also
led to the development of the repeller field concept of ion
inhibition for debris mitigation.25

Witness-plate post-shot~WPPS! analysis techniques as
well as measurements of ions are used for debris analysis.
The witness-plate post-shot analysis techniques can show the
direct result of the degradation caused by debris and the ac-
cumulated impact over a certain number of shots. Moreover,
WPs can show the impacts caused by not only ions but also
particulate matter which may not be charged at the time
when the laser pulse interacts with the target. Glass plates
~microscope slides! and MLMs are used as WPs in the cur-
rent experiments. Measurement of ions can tell us about the
ion velocity distributions and the species of ions. Charge
collectors such as Faraday cup detectors and a Thomson pa-
rabola ion spectrometer are appropriate for such measure-
ments.

The initial results from the WPPS analysis techniques are
the following. The MLM sample was exposed to the laser
plasma source for 2.73105 laser shots at a distance of 75
mm from the source. An atomic force microscope~AFM!
~TA instrumentmTA-2990! is used to determine the size of
each deposit. Typical AFM images are shown in Fig. 9. An
area of a 32.5mm square was sampled with 400 resolution
setting and sampling rate of 32.5mm/s. Some of the larger
deposits appear in the form of rings. By analyzing the cross-
sectional profile of a deposit, the volume of the deposit can
be calculated. The volume of the largest deposit is found to
be 7310213cm3. Its mass is about 5310212gram, which is
less than 531022% of mass of a single target. The mini-
mum deposit thickness measurable by the AFM is about 2
nm. Identification of the material of the deposit is carried out
by using the XPS~Perkin-Elmer PHI 5600! and Auger elec-
tron spectroscopy~AES! ~Perkin-Elmer PHI 600!. In both

FIG. 8. Plot of electron temperature (Te in eV! and electron density (Ne in
cm23!, as a function of distance from the center of target for a laser plasma
of a tin-doped target material, when the peak of laser pulse coincides with
center of target.

FIG. 9. AFM image of tin deposition on a MLM.
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XPS and AES surface analysis, the spectroscopic measure-
ment showed a result indicating tin material in the deposit.
By scanning the electron beam across the surface of interest,
we obtained a map~image! of material distribution, shown in
Fig. 10. The figure shows an Auger electron microscopy
~AEM! image and a backscattered image. Both images are
taken from the same area of an MLM WP surface. The back-
scattered image shows the spatial distribution of high-Z ma-
terial, where the brighter spots are deposits of higher-Z ma-
terials. The deposits shown in the AEM image completely
overlap the bright deposits on the backscattered image. Since
no signal of molybdenum was detected, all the deposits have
to be tin.

V. A MORE ADVANCED REPELLER FIELD
CONFIGURATION

The repeller field approach to debris mitigation was first
applied to the water droplet target.25,26 In these early studies,
we found that ion sputtering on the surface of the MLM was
the cause for the drop of reflectivity of the mirror with pro-
gressive exposure to the source. The installation of a repeller
electrostatic field between the source and the MLM reduced
the ion flow considerably, resulting in extended life of the
mirror by at least a factor of;10.

We are now testing a more advanced version of this re-
peller field concept. The concept is shown in Fig. 11. Ions or
charged particles will be repelled by the electric field estab-
lished by the electrodes. Neutral clusters, however, are not
affected by the field. They can pass through the field and
deposit on the MLM surface.

The initial experiment for the repeller field was carried
out under the following conditions. The diameter of the inner
electrode is 27 mm and its potential is maintained at2100 V.
The outer electrode is 42 mm in diameter and it is at 300 V
potential. MLM samples are placed 30 mm away from the
plasma source and at 90° of from the laser beam incident.
The mirrors were exposed to the plasma source for a total of
33104 laser shots. Figure 12 shows the AEM backscattered
images of samples with and without the repeller field. The
size of each image is 500mm3500 mm. The result shows
significant reduction of tin deposits on the MLM surface
when the repeller field was used. Further tests of this concept
are in progress.

VI. CONCLUSION

Our Sn-based droplet laser plasma source has provided an
initial value for the conversion efficiency of 1.2%, as mea-
sured with the Flying Circus device. We believe higher val-
ues are possible with better pulse and target coupling and
greater control of the radiation dynamics. A combined ex-
perimental and theoretical approach therefore offers the best
approach to designing the most optimum source. Debris from
laser plasmas produced from mass-limited targets has been
initially analyzed for the tin-doped target. An enchanced re-
peller field configuration is examined and has been shown to
have a marked effect on the flow of debris from our tin-
doped target.
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FIG. 10. ~a! AEM image 140mm3140 mm and ~b! backscattered image
~same area!.

FIG. 11. Enchanced repeller field configuration.

FIG. 12. ~a! AEM backscattered image with repeller field and~b! without
repeller field.
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